
1 Response to the Reviewer’s Comments

We thank the reviewer for their comments and below is a response to the reviewer’s specific and tech-
nical comments and highlighted changes in the manuscript. We hope that these responses are satisfac-
tory and that polishing the introduction by removing any repetition and adding further text to cap-
tions/discussion of the figures has addressed the points raised by the reviewer.

Report 1

The authors improved the manuscript by 1. providing a more detailed introduction, 2. describing in
more detail the calibration setup, and 3. extending the scientific analysis by looking into the benzene
to toluene ratio. The introduction needs to be polished since the authors often repeat sentences. Re-
garding the new scientific analysis, it will be great if the authors clearly mention which datasets/drives
are used for each of the graphs, specifically for Figure 8- Figure 11.

Specific comments

1.1 Line 18-19: PAN is also known to thermally decompose and form NOx that can affect O3 produc-
tion.

Some text has been added that states this.

“and it has also been shown to thermally decompose to form NOx, which leads to en-
hanced O3 production (Heald et al., 2003)”

1.2 Line 20-21: You are repeating that VOCs have health impacts. . .

This sentence has now been changed

“Also, some VOCs can cause...”

1.3 Line 84-86: Repeating what is already mentioned

Any repetitions have now been removed.

1.4 Line 224: Are these box-and whiskers generated for all 30 drives? Please specify.

Yes the box and whisker plots are generated from the data containing all of the 30 drives
and the caption now states this.

“Summary of measurements made by a) the SIFT-MS (in ppb) and b) the UGGA (in
PPM) during 30 repeat drives around York.”

1.5 Line 226-227: What about isoprene?

The measurement route around York does not contain any large urban green spaces and
therefore we expect the mixing ratios to be relatively low. We agree with our statement
that there is a ’lack of emission sources for these compounds in York’.

1.6 Line 230-231: Ethanol could also originate from VCPs.

A sentence has now been added stating this.

“Ethanol variation could also result from use of VCPs.”

1.7 Line 254: Is this the most populated area of the town? Some discussion on the population density
may be of interest here since it may indicate human sources.

This area of the centre would not be expected to be the most populated area and it is
dominated by businesses and shops. It is likely therefore that increases here are due to
commercial premises.
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1.8 Line 264-274: Please discuss the expected high background concentrations of the non-vehicle re-
lated compounds. Could this play a role in their grouping performed?

It is difficult to say whether the grouping is due to high background concentrations or sim-
ilar emission sources. But, it is worth noting that the correlation coefficients are quite low
(> 0.5).

1.9 Line 282-284: Would you expect emissions of benzene and toluene from other sources? What
about cooking? Biomass burning? Are these sources expected during the period of the measure-
ments?

We would not expect biomass burning to be an important emission of benzene and toluene
as the measurements were made during the Summertime, so burning in homes would not
be taking place. Toluene and benzene correlate the best to tracers from gasoline fuel evap-
oration or engine exhaust emissions (as shown in the correlation matrix), so cooking is not
expected to be an important source.

1.10 Figure 6: You could add the LOD as a marker per compound in the graph.

We feel that keeping Figure 6 as presented is preferable as adding a marker for LoD may
make the plot less clear for the reader.

1.11 Figure 8: Provide more explanations in the caption. What are the numbers and colors indicating?
Also, please indicate what the lines on the right are in more detail.

Suggestion implemented.

“A higher correlation coefficient between species is represented by a higher number, a
darker red colour and an ellipses (shape). The lines on the right-hand side show the hi-
erarchical clustering between compounds and represent clusters of species with similar pat-
terns/behaviours.”

Technical comments

1.12 Line 177: Delete “significantly” since the stringency index is an indicator but doesn’t directly de-
scribe the pollution reduction.

Suggestion implemented.

1.13 Line 253: Replace “, this” to “ that”

This sentence has now been changed.

1.14 Line 266: Change to “evaporation or engine exhaust”

Suggestion implemented.

1.15 Line 252-253: I would rephrase to “Ethanol is at background levels. . . ”

Suggestion implemented.

1.16 Line 280: Repeating “many studies”.

We have now removed ’many studies’ from the previous sentence.
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2 Response to the Reviewer’s Comments

We thank the reviewer for their comments and below is a response to the reviewer’s general comments,
which addresses the points that they have highlighted. We have also provided responses to the specific
comments and highlighted changes in the manuscript. We hope that these responses are satisfactory
and that reworking section 3.4 and adding further text to captions/discussion of the figures has ad-
dressed the points raised by the reviewer.

Report 2

Review of “Application of a mobile laboratory using a Selected-Ion Flow-Tube Mass Spectrometer
(SIFT-MS) for characterization of volatile organic compounds and atmospheric trace gases” by Wag-
ner et al., for publication in AMT

This study presents the application of a mobile analytical platform equipped with two analyzers: an
Ultraportable Greenhouse Gas Analyzer (UGGA) and a Selected-Ion Flow-Tube Mass Spectrometer
(SIFT-MS) measuring carbon dioxide, methane, several VOCs and other trace gases. This mobile plat-
form was deployed in the city of York, UK, where it completed a total of 31 surveys of the same route
over a 10-day period.

Upon re-reviewing the article, I really appreciate that the authors made a thorough effort to address
the several comments received during the first review process. The authors had particular care in fur-
ther analyzing their measurements and developing the results section. Indeed, they added a section
where they investigated the toluene to benzene ratio of their measurements to differentiate between
emissions from vehicle exhausts and evaporative emissions from fuels and solvents. Even if I find this
added section a bit confusing (see comments below) and think it should be reworked a bit, I am satis-
fied with the other edits and responses to most review comments. Overall, this manuscript should be
published subject to these minor corrections:

1.17 : There are many acronyms in this article (especially in the first two sections), some of them are
defined once but never used after (CAFO) or only used once (PAN, ARI), some are defined sev-
eral times (UGGA), some are not defined at all (PTR-TOF-MS). I would recommend simplifying
all of these notations by getting rid of the ones that are almost never used. For PTR-TOF-MS,
I would describe this technique, explain the difference with regular PTR-MS and indicate right
away that it will be referred as PTR-TOF in the rest of the article.

We have simplified and removed notations throughout the text. We have also added some
text describing PTR-MS and PTR-TOF-MS and the differences.

“A PTR-MS is a term used for an instrument which consists of an ion source that is di-
rectly connected to a drift tube and a mass analyzing system, which either consists of a
quadrupole of time of flight mass analyser. Standard PTR-MS instruments are a PTR-
QMS (Proton Transfer Reaction Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer), which can detect and
resolve product ion masses at single unit mass resolution. ... A PTR-TOF can detect and
resolve product ions at much higher mass resolution with currently available commercial
instruments having a mass resolution ¿ 4000.”

1.18 I would be consistent with the introduction of the different species’ chemical formulas: some species
have their chemical formula introduced properly (O3), other formulas are used in the introduc-
tion and introduced in section 2 (CH4, CO2), other formulas are simply never introduced (NO2,
HONO, NH3. . . ).

Suggestion implemented.

1.19 Section 3.4 is a bit confusing to me. In this section, the authors describe how the T/B ratio can
be used to differentiate emissions from vehicle exhausts and evaporative emissions from fuels and
solvents, and explain how both of these sources can be transient. I am not sure I understand what
do the authors mean L294-296: “Taking the median value of concentrations will down-weight the
contribution from less frequent, higher concentrations as used by Apte et al. (2017). However,
there is potentially important information that can be missed when only considering the median”,
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are they talking about using the median value of toluene and benzene in each 30 metre segment of
road to calculate the T/B ratios rather than one of the regressions described later? Or using an
ordinary least square regression? I think the authors should guide the reader by introducing the
2 possible approaches to estimate the T/B ratio (OLS and quantile regression), and then explain
their advantages and drawbacks (transient emissions...). In the end, I am not sure the T/B ratio
example on Hull Road is the best one to illustrate the advantages of the quantile regression over
the OLS: in both case these ratios are over 2 which indicates that the main source of the emis-
sions is from fuels and solvents. Overall, this section should be reworked a little bit to make it
easier for the reader to follow.

Line 294-296 is discussing the median ratio used for spatial mapping, which has now been
stated in the text. The T/B ratio plot shown in Figure 9 shows the OLS regression slope
obtained from the data from all 30 repeat drives around York, but each point represents
a 30 metre segment of road. We have reworked this section but have kept the same struc-
ture, we hope that it now reads more clearly. We feel that Hull road is a good example to
show the differences between OLS and quantile regression as there is a clear difference in
the T/B ratio seen at higher percentiles compared with the 50th percentile. The two re-
gression approaches may show some similarities, but the quantile regression used along a
gaussian kernel smoother ensures that transient emissions are fully captured.

1.20 Figure 10: I suggest to improve the title of this figure or at least remove “A plot of. . . ”.

Suggestion implemented.

1.21 Figure 11: I would add the slope values for the different regressions, I find it relatively difficult to
compare “Evaporative” and “Remainder” as it is currently.

Suggestion implemented.

1.22 Line 338: I would remove “We have demonstrated the correlation method”. The authors did ob-
serve correlations between species but the method does not need a demonstration.

Suggestion implemented.
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